Step One: The Hook

Teacher Note: T

Task One: Review the percentages given for each of the social classes and create a pie chart that demonstrates the overall composition of Colonial Latin America.

![Pie chart showing percentage distribution of social classes in Colonial Latin America]

- Peninsulares 1%
- Mestizos 7%
- Mulattos and Free Blacks 8%
- Slaves 11%
- Creoles 23%
- Native Americans 50%

Task Two: Determine where in the social hierarchy you think each group fell. Write your predictions on the pyramid provided and be prepared to defend your decisions.

Colonial Spanish America Social Hierarchy

- Peninsulares
- Creoles
- Mestizos
- Mulattos/free blacks
- Indians
- African slaves
Step Two: Establishing the Context (continued)

Answers to Background Essay Questions

1. Why did Spain create colonies in Latin America?
   They wanted to make money. They used a mercantile economic system which encour-
   aged European countries to take colonies so they could have more resources and more
   people to sell their manufactured goods.

2. Name Spanish Latin American countries that became independent between 1800 and 1830.
   Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Mexico, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Venezuela, the United
   Provinces of Central America, Peru, and Columbia

3. Which countries on both sides of the Atlantic experienced revolutions during the late 19th and
   early 19th centuries?
   The United States, France, Haiti

4. How did Napoleon’s invasion of Spain influence independence movements in Latin America?
   When Napoleon invaded Spain, Spain started a six year war with France that wrecked its
   economy and social system, and changed the government. This made it hard for Spain to
   stop a revolution in its colonies.

5. How many social groups existed in Latin America during the 18th century?
   There were six groups: slaves, free blacks, mulattos, mestizos, Creoles, and peninsulares

6. From which social group did most Latin American revolutionaries come?
   Creoles

7. Define each of the following:

   colonies: territories that are ruled by a more powerful mother country. The colony follows
   the laws of the ruling country.

   viceroyals: rulers of Latin American colonies, usually from the peninsulares class

   Americanos: Latin Americans born in the Americas (as opposed to peninsulares)

   mercantilism: an economic system in which the goal is to increase the amount of money in
   the mother country’s treasury. Many European countries practiced mercantilism
   and took colonies because they could use the resources in the colonies for their
   own purposes.

   Creoles: American-born Latin Americans of pure Spanish blood

   mulattos: mixed race black and white people

   mestizos: mixed race white and Indian people

   peninsulares: Spanish-born Latin Americans of pure Spanish blood
Step Three: Understanding the Question and Pre-Bucketing

Understanding the Question

1. What is the analytical question asked by this Mini-Q?
   Latin American Independence: Why Did the Creoles Lead the Fight?

2. What terms in the question need to be defined?
   Creoles

3. Rewrite the question in your own words.
   What goals and interests did Creoles have as they fought for independence?

Pre-Bucketing

Directions: Using clues from the Mini-Q question, create analytical categories and label the buckets. As students suggest their bucket labels, draw bucket sets on the board. At this stage, students are simply looking for generic labels that provide a framework for organizing the essay.

Reason One
Reason Two
Reason Three
Step Four: Document Analysis

Document A: Complex National Identity

Content Notes:
- As mentioned in the document note, Simon Bolivar was born in 1783 in what is now Caracas, Venezuela (then known as the Spanish Viceroyalty of New Grenada.) For part of his teenage years he lived in Spain. He has frequently been referred to as "The Liberator" because he led the independence movement in Spanish America that directly led to the formation of six new nations (Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, Peru, and Bolivia, which was named for him).
- Simon Bolivar is known for his military leadership and for his charismatic political leadership. In the military, he was a strong believer in rewarding merit. He built a strong army with combat troops and the elite 450-man Guardia de Honor toward which ambitious soldiers could strive. He created a hierarchy of command and established courts martial at all levels in order to enforce military policy.
- Politically, Bolivar understood that nationalism is something leaders must create. In his speeches and letters, he used language to create a new national identity for Latin America. In this document and in others, he establishes Latin America as something separate from Spain even though they were closely connected at the time. "We are a young people (unlike Europe). We inhabit a world apart, separated by broad seas (the Atlantic Ocean)." By identifying characteristics Latin Americans have in common with each other but not with Spain, he makes progress in breaking down the very divided social hierarchy of the Americas.

Teaching Tips:
Discuss the Document Analysis questions:
1. Using the Background Essay as a reminder, which social class or classes would be "American by birth and European by law" in Latin America in 1819? Which social class or classes could not fit into that category?
   The Creoles could be Americans by birth but Europeans by law. This description could possibly refer to any of the classes except the peninsulares and the Africans.
2. What is the "dual conflict" Bolivar describes?
   He says that they are fighting with the Indians over land ownership and with the Spanish whom he calls invaders.
3. Focusing on the word "we," which social class do you think Bolivar means when he says "We are disputing with the natives for titles of ownership"?
   He probably means the Creoles. He could mean the peninsulares but since Bolivar is Creole, that is unlikely.
4. To whom is Bolivar referring when he speaks of "invaders"?
   The Spanish.
5. Simon Bolivar uses the words "us" and "we" repeatedly in this short passage. Why do you think he does that?
   He is trying to make it seem like everyone in the Americas agrees with each other. He is suggesting the Indians might not like "the invaders" and have something in common with the Creoles who are challenging their rights to land. He glosses over details to make it seem that people are unified.
6. How could you use this document to explain why Creoles led the fight in the revolution against Spain?
   It shows Creole pride and a sense that Latin Americans have a special identity independent of Spain or Europe. This makes them special.
Document B: Rivalry Between Creoles and Peninsulares

Content Notes:

- Howard J. Wiarda is professor of international relations at the University of Georgia, and Senior Scholar at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in Washington, D.C. Harvey Kline is professor of political science at the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. He is a member of the Inter-American Dialogue and the author of several books about Latin America.

- After the War of the Spanish Succession which ended in 1713, Hapsburg power in Spain was replaced by Bourbon power. The Bourbon dynasty in Spain passed many political and economic reforms during the 18th century that increased tensions between the creoles and peninsulares in Latin America. Under the Hapsburgs, creoles had held power in The Council of the Indies. Creoles could also buy offices to advance their positions socially. In particular, they often bought positions to rule as judges. Under the Bourbons, all of these policies were changed. Two new viceroyalties were established in Latin America and the new positions associated with those were given to peninsulares. As mentioned in the document note, by 1807 only 12 out of 99 judges were creoles.

- The Bourbons wanted to promote economic development in the colonies. They passed the Decree of Fair Trade which allowed Spanish ports to trade with each other and with most ports in Spain so that the colonies could do business at 24 colonial ports instead of just 4. They were not allowed to trade with Great Britain, the Netherlands, or North American colonies. Although there were trade restrictions, there were fewer than there had been under the Hapsburgs. The increased trade opportunities made Latin Americans want even more trade opportunities.

Teaching Tips:

Discuss the Document Analysis questions:

1. What was the difference between Creoles and peninsulares?
   A Creole was pure Spanish but born in the Americas. A peninsular was born in Spain.

2. In the rivalry between the Creoles and the peninsulares, what kind of power did the Creoles have and what kind of power did the peninsulares have?
   Creoles were wealthy and had social power. The peninsulares had positions in government.

3. How did the Creoles think independence might change their position?
   They thought they might be able to get political power too. They thought the peninsulares could be defeated, and that economic, social and political power would all belong to the Creoles.

4. How could you use this document to answer the question, why did the creoles lead the fight for Latin American independence?
   The Creoles led the fight because they did not like the peninsulares holding most of the administrative positions in Latin America. For example, in 1807, the peninsulares held 87 of 99 judgeships in the New World.
Step Four: Document Analysis

Document C: Spanish Economic Policies

Content Notes:

- During the 18th century, Britain, the Netherlands, France, and Spain were in competition with each other for colonial land and riches. Each of the European countries put trade restrictions on their colonies that required the colonies to only trade with their motherland. In fact, smuggling and piracy were common ways for colonial traders to get around these restrictions.

- The tax system in late 18th century Spain was unable to keep up with the mounting costs that led to debilitating debt. To finance the wars in which it was engaged, the Spanish crown borrowed very heavily. Compounding the problem was the beginning of more military entanglements and the takeover of most of Spain by Napoleon, who insisted on financial subsidies from Spain. This pushed Spain to the brink of bankruptcy.

- Spain’s financial distress caused significant problems for the wealthy Creoles and peninsulares in the Spanish colonies. In 1798, the Spanish crown passed a decree that certain public and religious properties in Spain and the colonies had to be sold. Of the 15 million pesos collected by Spain during this process, about two-thirds of it came from the colonies. By 1810, New Spain produced 75% of all the profit from Spain’s colonies, yet little of it was reinvested in New Spain. Colonists also exercised little legal control over their holdings. For example, a ranchero needed a permit to slaughter a cow for his own consumption.

Teaching Tips:

Discuss the Document Analysis questions:

1. Which country is restricting the Americanos’ property rights?
   - Spain. Americanos is a word that referred to Latin Americans. Viscardo is talking about Spain restricting property rights of Creoles and perhaps mestizos or mulattos.

2. Identify two economic policies that are making Creoles like Juan Pablo Viscardo angry.
   - a. Latin Americans have to pay artificially high prices for Spanish goods.
   - b. They have to sell at low prices.
   - c. The Spanish government decides what Latin Americans can produce and sell.

3. Who does Viscardo think should be in charge of the American economy?
   - Americanos, that is, Creoles from the Americas.

4. How could you use this document to respond to the question, why did the Creoles take the lead in the fight for independence?
   - The Creoles wanted to protect their economic interests. They thought the Spanish monopolies and taxes were unfair and that they were better equipped to make economic policies.
Document D: Economic Troubles in Mexico

Content Notes:

• In 1785 - 86 there had been a severe drought and famine. People worried that the drought of 1808-09 would be a repeat of those terrible years.

• There was little rain in Mexico, especially in Bajio during the summers of 1808-1809. The area was already poor but the drought meant that the staple food maize (corn) was very scarce and expensive. The rural areas suffered directly. However, within two years, urban populations began to feel the effects too. The urban poor could not grow any maize on their own and had to buy whatever they could afford. In addition because rural people could not afford to buy urban-made goods, unemployment increased in textile production and silver mining.

• With the onset of drought, government officials tried to lessen the effects. They focused on urban areas first. They prohibited the storage of grain and ordered maize into the town markets immediately. They insisted that all employees who regularly were given maize as part of their “salary” continue to receive the grain. Employers were not allowed to fire workers as a way to reduce the amount of maize they needed for their employees. The tension that resulted weakened the government officials in charge. For the most part, the top officials were peninsulares.

Teaching Tips:

Discuss the Document Analysis questions:

1. What two things happened as a result of drought in Mexico in 1808-1809?
   - Livestock died and the crops were destroyed.

2. What happened to the unemployment rate as a result of the drought?
   - It increased.

3. Why do you think the mule trains that carried grain would be escorted by the military?
   - Because food was scarce and the military was trying to protect it as it traveled. They might have been ensuring that a lot of it went to the military and other elites.

4. How did Creole elites react to the problem of the drought?
   - They were worried that rebellion might break out, so they wanted to take power from the peninsulares and control the economy themselves.

5. How could you use this document to address the question, why did the Creoles take the lead in the fight for independence?
   - The Creoles blamed the peninsulares for mismanaging the drought. They thought they could do a better job of running the country than the peninsulares did. If anyone were to lead the revolution, it should be them.
Step Four: Document Analysis

Document E: Popular Revolution in Mexico

Content Notes:
- Miguel Hidalgo was a Creole but most Creole leaders in Latin America thought his ideas were dangerous because he was not protective enough of creole power. His willingness to share power with Indians and mestizos made him unusual. His populist, rabble-rousing appeal made him unpopular with elites. He was excommunicated from the Church for his actions.
- The Grito de Dolores was the famous speech given by Father Hidalgo that urged Mexican independence from the Spanish. Hidalgo issued this famous speech in the town of Dolores, which is located in south-central Mexico.
- Although this speech marks the beginning of Mexican Independence, most creole leaders in Latin America were horrified by Hidalgo’s determination to encourage low status people to overthrow the social rules that gave creoles and peninsulares so much power.
- “Grito” means “cry” and “Dolores” means “sorrows” but Grito de Dolores is usually translated “Cry of Dolores” because of the mass demonstration in the town of Dolores. Sometimes people translate it to be “Cry of Independence” because today Mexicans celebrate September 16 as their Independence Day.
- September 16 is now the most important national holiday in Mexico. Celebrations begin the evening before with the traditional ringing of bells, speeches, and flag waving by the Mexican president in the Plaza de la Constitución in Mexico City. After the ringing of the bell, the president repeats a cry of patriotism based upon Grito de Dolores, with the names of the important heroes of the Mexican War of Independence.

Teaching Tips:
Discuss the Document Analysis questions:
1. What do you see in the mural painting by Juan O’Gorman?
   There are lots of people crowded together. They look like they come from different classes. Some have almost no clothes and some are well dressed. Many are yelling. There are flags and banners and fire. There is a big cross.

2. Who is the man in the middle of the mural?
   A priest. This is Father Hidalgo. He is a leader.

3. In the passage from the Grito de Dolores, what is Father Hidalgo encouraging?
   Hidalgo is encouraging a revolution by Mexicans with Indian heritage against the Spanish who took their land 300 years ago.

4. Which social class is Hidalgo challenging?
   The peninsulares who are, of course, the Spanish-born upper class.

5. Father Hidalgo was a Creole. Why do you suppose he got limited support from other Creoles?
   Other Creoles, like Simon Bolivar, would have been worried that the fight for independence from Spain was spinning out of their control. Most Creoles wanted independence from Spain but were nervous about a social revolution that was headed who knew where.
Step Four: Document Analysis

Document F: Creoles React to Social Unrest

Content Notes:

• An important reason why the Creoles became convinced that they needed to take power was because of the Bourbon revolution in Spain. When Napoleon’s forces invaded in 1808, Spain was preoccupied with its own problems; colonial disputes took a backseat. The Creoles feared that if they did not take control of Latin America, no one would and anarchy would result.

• During the latter part of the 18th century, there were several indigenous Peruvian uprisings. An important one in 1780, known as Tupac Amaru’s rebellion, began when Tupac Amaru hanged a Spanish magistrate or corregidor. After the assassination, Amaru II organized an army of 5000 Indians who looted Hispanic houses and killed Spanish oppressors. Amaru’s troops won but the troops continued to kill Spaniards and soon Amaru lost support. He was sentenced to be drawn and quartered but when that failed, he was beheaded. This rebellion was important for two reasons: Indians remembered it as a moment in which they gained power against Hispanics and as a reminder that they must avenge their leader’s death. The Creoles saw it as a point in which the Indian population got out of control and it served as a warning that they could lose their power if they did not control the Indians carefully.

• In 1780 and 1781 there were many attacks like the one led by Tupac Amaru. The Creoles in the mining town of Oruro sought an alliance with nearby Indian leaders to expel the Spaniards. A wealthy Creole miner, Jacinto Rodriguez, organized Indians, Creoles, and mestizos to kill the fifty Spanish residents of the town on February 10, 1781. After most of the Spaniards had been killed, large groups of Indians began to arrive to join the rebellion. Within a few days there were 15,000 natives in a town of 16 square blocks. Many were drunk and out of control. 27 Spaniards, 13 black slaves, one Creole and one Frenchman died. Like Amaru’s rebellion, Creoles saw this as proof that they could not trust Indians or mestizos to rule the new country.

Teaching Tips:

Discuss the Document Analysis questions:

1. What does Bethell mean when he writes, “If the Creoles had one eye on their masters, they kept the other on their servants”?
   They were very conscious of their social position in the middle. They were not friendly with the peninsulares above them but they were worried about revolution from below.

2. Which social classes were challenging the idea of “white superiority”?
   Indians, mestizos, free blacks, mulattos and slaves

3. What did Creoles think about “coloured people” or people of Native, African or mixed ancestry?
   They wanted to keep them at a distance. They did not want to share power with them.

4. Father Hidalgo led the revolt in Mexico that is featured in Document E. What does document F suggest about how most Creoles reacted to that revolt?
   The document suggests that most Creoles were uncomfortable with Father Hidalgo and worried that he would cause social problems. Creoles were afraid of such revolts.

5. Why could the Creoles no longer count on the Spanish government to control social unrest after 1808?
   Because Napoleon’s forces invaded Spain and the Spanish had to defend themselves instead of protect their colonies. Rebellion in Latin America was no longer Spain's top priority.

6. How could you use this document to answer the question, why did the Creoles take the lead in the fight for independence?
   The Creoles wanted to remove the peninsulares while at the same time holding the classes below them in check. There was nobody else to guarantee this outcome except themselves.
Step Five: Bucketing – Getting Ready To Write

Task One: Bucketing

A, B
Emerging National Identity

C, D
Economic Interests

E, F
Fear of Social Unrest

Task Two: Thesis Development and Road Map

The Chicken Foot

The Creoles led the fight for Latin American independence for three reasons:

- they felt a new sense of national identity
- they wanted to protect their economic interests
- they feared social unrest
Step Six: From Thesis to Essay Writing

Mini-Q Essay Outline Guide

Working Title: Latin American Independence: Why Did the Creoles Lead the Fight?

Paragraph #1
Grabber: Latin American independence was a fight for freedom from Spain, not for social equality.
Background: Earlier independence movements in US, France, Haiti. Latin American movements in early 19th century. For independence yes, but complicated by social class.
Stating the question with key terms defined: Why were the Creoles so interested in leading this movement?
Thesis and road map: The Creoles had three main reasons for wanting to lead the fight for independence: political control, economic control, social control.

Paragraph #2
Baby Thesis: Creole belief that they deserved more political control.
Evidence: Complicated situation: "Americans by birth but Europeans by law" (Doc A) Caught between Indian land claims on one hand and Spanish/peninsulare control on other (Doc A). Example: Creoles resented peninsulare judgeships (Doc B).
Argument: Peninsulares were not Americanos. Latin America deserved to be led by the American-born.

Paragraph #3
Baby Thesis: Creoles wanted to lead independence fight for economic reasons.
Evidence: Resented Spanish monopoly of trade and Spanish control of prices (Doc C)
Unhappy with peninsular handling of the drought in Mexico (Doc D)
Argument: Creoles felt more deserving than Spanish-born peninsulares and felt they could do a better job running the economy. They had a special stake in the new society.

Paragraph #4
Baby Thesis: Creoles wanted to maintain social control.
Evidence: Concern about revolts like Father Hidalgo's in Mexico. The Grito de Delores made creoles nervous. (Doc E)
Kept one eye on masters (peninsulares) and one eye on servants (mestizos, slaves, free blacks, Indians) (Doc G)
Argument: Creoles wanted to control the independence movement because they wanted their hand on the throttle. Independence, yes; social revolution, no.

Paragraph #5
Conclusion: The creole-led fight for independence in Latin America was a balancing act. On the one hand, Creoles wanted separation from Spain and removal of the peninsulas. On the other, wanted to preserve the old social structure that kept them on top.
Mini-Q Sample Essay: Non-Proficient

Latin American Independence: Why Did the Creoles Lead the Fight?

Creoles ruled! The revolutions in Latin America were against Spain. There were lots of social classes like mestizos and Natives and African Americans but the Creoles led the fight and took all the power.

The Creoles led the fight because they were Americans by birth but not the peninsulares (Doc A). Simon Bolivar said they were special and better than the peninsulares.

The Creoles led the fight because they hated the monopoly (Doc C). They couldn't stop the drought either (Doc D). They wanted to sell more produce.

The Creoles thought they were better than everyone else. They hated revolts and wanted to stop them (Doc E). They thought they should have servants. That was wrong.

The Creoles led the fight because they were all about themselves. They didn't like any of the social classes, not even the peninsulares.

Mini-Q Sample Essay: Proficient

Latin American Independence: Why Did the Creoles Lead the Fight?

Independence was not for everyone! In the early 19th century Creole leaders led the fight for independence from Spain. They had Spanish ancestry but they were born in Latin America and they wanted to gain their freedom. They had seen the revolutions in the United States and Haiti and they wanted independence too. Why did they lead the fight instead of people from other social classes? The Creoles took the lead for three main reasons: they wanted political control, they wanted economic control, and they wanted to prevent social revolution by the lower classes.

The Creoles believed they deserved to have political power so they led the fight for independence. They had a "complicated" position (Doc A). Creoles were born in the Americas but the Spanish peninsulares got the administrative and political jobs. Most Creoles made more money and had more social power (Doc B). Their growing influence made them feel like it was their natural role to be the rulers of Latin America.

The Creoles wanted to control the economy so they led the fight for independence against Spain. The Spanish held a monopoly over the colonies that allowed them to charge high prices and to force the colonists to produce what the Spanish wanted them to produce (Doc C). The Creoles thought that was unfair and thought they could do a better job. They also resented the way the peninsulares handled the drought in Mexico (Doc D). They thought the peninsulares should have done more to stop the unemployment. They led the fight because they wanted to make sure the colonies became rich.

The Creoles led the fight because they were afraid that if they didn't, there would be too much social unrest. They did not like the way Hidalgo led Mexican mestizos to fight against Spanish law in New Spain (Doc E). The Creoles thought they should be ruling and not people who they thought were inferior (Doc F). They hated the peninsulares but they did not want people who they thought deserved low social status to share their power.

Creoles led the fight because they wanted political, economic, and social control. Even though they were successful in gaining independence they did not want the revolution to go too far.
Latin American independence movements were fought for freedom from Spain but not for social equality. Following revolutionary wars in the United States, France, and Haiti, Latin American leaders fought for independence from Spain. The early 19th century revolutions in Latin America blended the ideal of independence and freedom with a curious power struggle among the many social classes. Creoles, who had Spanish ancestry but were born in the Americas, led the fight for Latin American Independence for three main reasons: they felt they deserved to hold full political power, they wanted more control of the Latin American economy, and they wanted to prevent social revolution in order to maintain their high social status.

One reason Creole elites led the Latin American Independence movements is that they began to see themselves as a special group who deserved more political power than they had. “Americans by birth and Europeans by law,” the Creole leaders like Simone Bolivar saw themselves struggling with the Indian population over land ownership while freeing themselves from Spanish control (Doc A). The Creoles were resentful of the Spanish-born peninsulares who held most government positions like judgeships (Doc B). During the late 18th century and early 19th century, with Spain at war with France in Europe, Creoles saw their chance to act. Born in places like Venezuela, Argentina, and Mexico, they as patriotic Americanos would lead the fight for independence.

Creole leaders also wanted to lead the fight for independence because of their interest in the Latin American economy. Because of their wealth, they had a big stake in building the expanding economy. The colonial system was not set up to benefit the colonies or the Creoles; it was set up to benefit Spain. Spanish trade laws established a monopoly that required the colonists to sell their products at low prices and buy Spanish products at high prices. In addition, Spanish law limited what Latin American colonists could produce (Doc C). The Creoles thought this was wrong. Even though they knew how to run their own businesses, the Spanish did not let the Creoles have full control. This stoked Creole desire for independence. Also, in 1808-1809, when a major drought struck Mexico, the peninsulares failed to control prices or solve the unemployment problems (Doc D). The Creoles sought independence because they thought they could do a better job than the peninsulares.

The most important reason Creoles took the lead in the fight against Spain was their fear of losing social and political status to other Americans such as mestizos, mulattos, Indians, and Africans. When the drought in Mexico created an economic crisis, Creoles felt threatened by land invasions from peasants (Doc D). In Mexico, Father Hidalgo led a revolt of 600 mestizos and Indians in what became known as the Grito de Dolores. He encouraged them to defend their religion and land rights (Doc E). The Creoles were afraid that revolts like the one in Mexico would create anarchy. They were afraid of losing power to people whom they considered to be their inferiors (Doc F). With one eye on their masters and the other on their servants, Creoles wanted to keep control of Latin America for themselves (Doc F).

Independence for a country and equality for all the people in the country are not the same thing. Although the Creoles successfully created new countries such as Venezuela, Mexico and Argentina, they led the revolutions themselves with their own political, economic, and social interests in mind. The Creoles wanted independence from Spain but not social revolution.